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QUESTION 1
Exhibit

According to the exhibit, R1/BCV on Symm321 and R2 on Symm654 is pair 1, and
R1/BCV on Sym654 and R2 on Symm987 is pair 2.Which of the following
commands is utilized for the control SRDF device operations on these two pairs?
A. Symrdf -bcv symrdf brbcv
B. syumrdf symrdf -rbcv
C. Symrdf Jcv symrdf -rdf -bcv
D. Symmir -rdf Jcv symrdf -rbcv
Answer: A
QUESTION 2
To simultaneously provide Read-Write acc4ess to both the R1 and R2 Volumes of
the mydg device group, which SRDF symcli command would be used?
A. symrdf mydg spilt
B. symrdf mydg failover
C. symrdf mydg suspend
D. symrdf mydg spilt -concurrent
E. symrdf mydg suspend - concurrent
Answer: A
QUESTION 3
You Use Timefinder Snap to issue the following command:
Symnsnap list havedevs
Which two of the following statements best describes the output? (Choose two)
A. Percent full of the active Snap Session is shown.
B. The Symmetrix volumes associated with the Snap Save Devices are listed.
C. Percent full of the Save Devices is shown.
D. Lists the virtual devices associated with the Snap savedev device group.
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E. Lists the active Snap Sessions.
Answer: B,C
QUESTION 4
TimeFinder consistent splits are created by using which two items? (Choose two)
A. Resource Pak
B. Symmetrix integration Utilities (SIU)
C. PowerPath
D. Enginuity Consistency Assist (ECA)
E. Persistent Storage Manager
Answer: C,D
QUESTION 5
A device group with SRDF source devices would be created by using which of the
following SYMCLI commands?
A. symcreate namedg type RDF1
B. symdg create namedg -type RDF1
C. symdg create namedg type REGULAR
D. symdg create namedg type RDF1
Answer: D
QUESTION 6
DRAG DROP
As an instructor at Certkiller .com, you are required to match the correct ECC
agents with the tasks on the left, by placing them in the space provided on the right.
(NOTE: agents may be used more than once.)
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Answer:

QUESTION 7
DRAG DROP
For the following, you need to match the Symmetrix device type with the replication
technology that it employs. Options may be used more than once.
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Answer:

QUESTION 8
What are the three features of SRDF/A, if cache and bandwidth are suitably
configured? (Choose three)
A. Seconds of data exposure.
B. Unlimited distance.
C. No performance impact.
D. Some performance impact.
E. Hours of data exposure.
F. Limited distance.
G. No data exposure.
Answer: B,C,G
QUESTION 9
How can the Fibre Channel Buffer Credits, needed for a given distance, be
calculated quickly?
A. By multiplying the circuit distance in kilometers by 1.6.
B. By dividing the circuit distance in kilometers by 2.
C. By dividing the circuit distance in miles by 2.
D. By multiplying the circuit distance in kilometers by 2.
Answer: B
QUESTION 10
Exhibit
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